NO MATTER YOUR DESTINATION …
be sure to bring these

Clothing Tips
- Mend a torn hem on the fly with sticky fix-it. Marcella’s tape strips, $8, marcella.com.
- Repair a zipper with eyelet. Mountain Hardware, $15, mountainhardware.com.

Luggage Saver
- Check your bag’s weight to avoid all-time luggage fees. Traveler’s Choice luggage scales, $45-97, flight001.com.

Salute Look
- This bag—perfect for wrap-approved carry-ons. Raden, TSA luggage, $198, radenluggage.com.

Useful Tools
- Single sheets take up less room than a roll. Single sheets: $9.95, single sheets.com.

Packed Style
- Ingenious This cover fits into a neoprene sleeve and secures with a polyester strap. Bugzz, $14, bugzz.com.

WHEELSUP
The best of the new carry-on-size rolling bags

TRY THIS APP Packing Pro
Take the stress out of fitting your suitcase with customizable checklists. Define number of days, where you’re headed, temperatures, and more. Or try premade categories centered on criteria such as vacation destination. $9.

TIPS FOR CABIN COMFORT
1. Long pants are your best bet when on a plane. Not only do they keep constant temperature at your feet, but slipping into them can save time on a shuttle.
2. Make sure you always pack one full extra outfit in your carry-on in case of spills or lost luggage. And while we’re on the topic, never check anything you’re not willing to risk losing.
3. High heels and power outlets. They can be a drag if security, but wearing them on the plane sure frees up room in your suitcase. Make the call.